ACADEMIC VACANCY

EEO # BA 9-08

POSITION: Instructor of Accounting

QUALIFICATIONS: Master’s degree in Accounting or an MBA with a minimum of 18 graduate hours of accounting. CPA certification is preferred. The applicant must have skills normally associated with teaching at the university level. The applicant’s professional experience must be significant both in extent and level of responsibility.

RESPONSIBILITIES: Teach undergraduate courses in Accounting. The applicant is also expected to participate in other normal departmental, college, and university service and to remain professionally or academically qualified to teach in the field. Although the responsibilities of this position are primarily teaching-oriented, a commitment to conducting some scholarly research is required.

ADMINISTRATIVE The University of Louisiana at Lafayette is one of eight publicly supported Universities governed by the University of Louisiana System. It consists of 9 degree granting units: The Colleges of the Arts; Liberal Arts; B. I. Moody III College of Business Administration; Education; Engineering; General Studies; Nursing and Allied Health Sciences; Ray Authement College of Sciences; and the Graduate School. The University has an enrollment of 16,300 students with a faculty of about 590. The University offers undergraduate degrees in 78 disciplines, the master’s degree in 27 disciplines, and the doctorate in 9 disciplines.

The B.I. Moody III College of Business Administration consists of five academic Units in the disciplines of Accounting; Business Systems, Analysis and Technology; Economics and Finance; Management; and Marketing and Hospitality Management. The College has an enrollment of 2,900 students with a full-time faculty of about 60 as well as about 40 part-time faculty. In addition, there is an MBA enrollment of 200 students. The College is accredited by the AACSB International.

The Department of Accounting has a full-time faculty of 7 with over 500 students majoring in the degree program of Accounting. The Department participates in the MBA program and provides instruction as a service to the College and the University at the undergraduate level.

SALARY: Competitive, depending upon qualifications and experience.

STARTING DATE: Fall 2009

APPLICATIONS: The position will remain open until filled. Candidates should send a letter of application, current vita and transcripts, and three letters of reference to:

Dr. Tom Wilson, Head
Department of Accounting
B. I. Moody III College of Business Administration
The University of Louisiana at Lafayette
P.O. Box 43450
Lafayette, LA 70504-3450

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
A Member of the University of Louisiana System